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All high school students will be 
prepared for, have access to, and 

succeed in quality college courses

Our Vision – a future where:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last fall, NACEP’s leadership set a bold new course for our organization.  In doing so, the Board articulated this vision to guide the work that we do – and thus to help shape the field of dual enrollment.Embedded in this carefully constructed phrase are five key principles necessary to achieving this vision that begins with a very telling first phrase – all high school students.Core PrinciplesPreparation – we can’t operate in silos and rely on the blame gameAccessPartnerships (not mentioned but embedded in everything)Student Support and SuccessHigh Standards of Quality



There is a growing 
recognition that fundamental 
to the mission of high schools 

is to prepare all students for 
postsecondary education.

Preparation

Presenter
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Now I know most of you on the call are from the college side of the great K12 – higher education system divide.Reference Virginia Standards of Learning & End of Course Exams.  If we are deeming students to be college-ready in certain subjects by the end of 10th or 11th grade; let them proceed in those subjects.Partnership necessary if we are going to address the remediation challenge and overcome the college readiness perception gap; preparing with the “end in mind” is critical. Work w/ your schools to vertically align curriculum so students can be ready to take at least one college course.



Dual enrollment is created and 
sustained by a close, formal 
partnership between a local 
education agency and 
community college, who are 
jointly accountable for student 
success. 

Partnerships



Access
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If you look at the last sixty years of growth in these programs, you'll notice that there has been a steady expansion of the purpose and mission of these programs.  The early programs created through the mid 1990s were focused almost exclusively on the most advanced students.  Arkansas’ 1991 Statute preamble listed the purpose as ensuring that “STUDENT GENIUSES ARE ELIGIBLE FOR COLLEGE CREDIT COURSES”Oklahoma’s dual enrollment statute to this day references that the program is for students of “Exceptional Ability”While those early programs might not have been limited to the <1% of future Sheldon Coopers and Dougie Howsers, they certainly were reserved for the top achieving students – and to this day the Gifted and Talented lobby is often influential in shaping policy to suit this audience.In 2015-16, 29,000 – or approximately 10% of all Virginia high school students – took at least one dual enrollment course.  Since 9th and 10th grade are by exception this means that ~20% of all But Indiana and Iowa are at 50%,Removing this phrase would convey clearly to the Regents, the individual institutions & high school partners, parents, and students that the Legislature intends for these courses to be made available to a broader range of students than are currently participating – the top 14% of Juniors and Seniors or top 20% of college bound students.



As their first experience with college course, 
dual enrollment students gain exposure to 
the academic challenges of college but to 

succeed need appropriate collegiate 
learning resources, student support services 

and advising. 

Student Support and Success



There are constant concerns about dual enrollment course 
quality, institutions must commit the appropriate resources, 

particularly faculty time and effort, to ensure that appropriate 
levels of academic ownership and oversight occur.  

Institutions must also ensure the courses are being delivered 
through high quality instruction by instructors who meet 

college qualifications and are supported by the institution. 

High Standards of Quality



Dual Enrollment Credit Transfer

Source: Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, Accelerated Learning 
Options: Moving the Needle on Access and Success, June 2006.
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Upholding standards is thus a vital factor in credit acceptance and transfer among colleges and universities, and acceptance of dual and concurrent enrollment.Now despite the headlines I showed above, broadly speaking concurrent enrollment is accepted widely and transfers well. Our accredited programs do followup surveys of student alumni, and most report transfer rates over 90% or higher.This national study looked at credit acceptance, both for required or elective credit. It was a survey of chief academic officers.   But national statistics mask the variation in acceptance.  What we have seen is that is imperative that concurrent enrollment providing institutions must demonstrate the academic integrity of their credits to gain the trust of credit receiving institutions.  Illinois is a good example of this – the University of Illinois was placing added restrictions on dual credit transfer until the community colleges demonstrated that their programs met a set of quality standards.  And it required them to collectively approach the University to articulate what those standards were.A number of states (Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Utah, Florida, for example) require that public postsecondary institutions accept dual credit in the same fashion as they would any other transcripted credit.  In states without such policies (Michigan, Virginia) – the flagship, doctoral-granting institutions often use the lack of quality or standards as an excuse to impose added restrictions.  Two states – Minnesota and South Dakota, have policies that require college and universities to award transfer credit for any concurrent enrollment credit offered by a NACEP-accredited program.AACRAO recently did a survey of admissions officers solely about DE and found very similar rates (93% and 80% respectively).



NACEP’s National Quality Standards
Guiding Principles

 College courses offered in high schools are as rigorous as courses offered on 
the sponsoring college campus

 CEP students are held to the same expectations and standards of 
achievement as on campus students

 CEP instructors meet the same requirements for on campus adjunct 
instructors, and are provided support by faculty in their discipline

 CEP program oversight is sufficient to ensure the academic integrity of its 
courses, regardless of where they are taught and by whom



Future NACEP Events: 
February 15: Strengthening College 
Transition in State ESSA Plans (Webinar)

February 22:  Winter Accreditation Institute 
(Everett Community College, WA)

March 13:  Call for Proposals Deadline for 
National Conference

October 8-11- NACEP National Conference 
and Pre-conference workshops in 
Washington, DC
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